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360 Water
360 Water provides online continuing education and Customized Operation and Maintenance Training to the water and wastewater industry.

A-C Series (Allis Chalmers) Custom Pumps
Non clog dry pit pumps, split case and vertical column pumps.

Xylem AWS Goulds Water Technology
End suction centrifugal and vertical turbine pumps, controllers and drives for water and wastewater applications.

ITT Goulds Pumps
Horizontal end suction centrifugal, multi-stage, double suction, vertical turbine, slurry and submersible pumps for water and wastewater service.

Smart Cover Systems
SmartCover® Systems™ monitoring provides comprehensive, system-wide visibility for level, flow, rain, tidal and river data in sanitary sewers, combined sewers and storm water flows.

Medora Corporation

John Crane
Cartridge, split, world’s first gas lubricated, non-contacting pump seal, LEMCO seal support systems, and seal water control and monitoring systems.

SPX Lightnin
Well known for their heavy duty mixers, agitators, aerators, and flocculators used in millions of process applications.

Deragger
Intelligent pump-monitoring and anti-ragging solutions delivering improvements to your operations providing increased pumping efficiency, reduced operational and energy costs.

Gorman Rupp

Crane Pumps & Systems
Barnes, Burks, Crown, Deming, Prosser and Weinman provide innovative designs and durable construction for water and wastewater use in the municipal market.

Tsurumi Pumps
Vast range of submersible pumps engineered to withstand the most rugged applications.

ARO Diaphragm Pumps
Efficient air operated diaphragm pumps designed to handle the most challenging water and wastewater applications.

Shelter Works
Pre-fabricated & custom engineered fiberglass & composite shelters.

earthtek ENVIRONMENTAL
Package wastewater treatment plants are pre-manufactured treatment facilities used to decentralized wastewater treatment in smaller communities or on individual properties.

Blacoh Fluid Controls
Protect your systems against water hammer, vibration, breaks and leaks with Blacoh dampeners, and gauge isolators.

Toshiba Flow Meters
Automation solutions for water and wastewater treatment, such as flowmeters and microwave density analyzers.

Gardner Denver Nash
Provides leader in liquid ring vacuum pumps, compressors, ejectors, and engineered systems and related equipment parts.